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1. Tales
2. Happy man
3. Distant tomorrow
4. Ocean of Dreams
5. Daydreamer
6. Lady May
7. The Maze
8. Under the Sun
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Inspiration
Comes from the early 70-ies, with noteworthy progressive
bands like Yes, King Crimson and Genesis. But there is
also a darker, more intricate side, brandishing heavier
guitars and noisier drum kits; with sounds from Deep
Purple, Rainbow, Ozzy and many more.

Biography
In 2002, composer and lyricist Robert I Edman gathered his
old friends from the past, bass virtuoso Janne Persson and
talented symphonic rock drummer Thomas Nordh, to
investigate a series of newly-written songs, which were
forged into new shapes through countless free-form
sessions. In parallel, Robert produced a fair number of
home studio recordings, but felt the music deserved to be
played live, with real people playing real instruments. In the
search for additional fellow musicians loony enough to join
him to a local studio, and to the journey beyond, the trio
was extended with long-time friend and vocalist Christer
Lindström and childhood buddy Alex Jonsson, known for
tormenting various keyboards and woodwinds. Maze of
Time was born, and the journey began.
The band members are ever since attracted to the
warmth of analogue instruments and studio equipment,
preferring vintage gear to new electronics and collaborate
closely with an infamous old-school recording studio
named Over the Hill.
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What others say
"It's rare when you discover a new band that has all of the musical and instrumental
qualities you are always looking for, and one of that is Maze Of Time, a band with a large
musical spectrum and an even larger sound”
Maze of time; Album of the month, January 2007
Progressive Rock BR
"It is simply great, that new band like MAZE OF TIME can sometimes appear - seemingly
from nowhere, to brighten up your day.”
Sergio Vilar, NucleusProg.com
“Maze of Time is a symphonic neo-progressive rock band from Sweden. "Tales from the
Maze" is a wonderful debut album with strong melodies, good lyrics, and it has all the
references to the past that makes this a great neo-prog album. At the same time the band
manages to sound really fresh and unique. “
Svend Olaf Olsen, Ectagon
“Listening to the album "Tales From The Maze" recalls peeling onions. But not because it is
the act of generating tears, but that at each subsequent layer you find something new and
discover what at the previous hearing just couldn’t be revealed”
Artur Chachlowski, Metal Hammer (PL)

